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11. Maintenance Engineer Swearingen advised that the Associated Students had agreed 
t0 contribute one-half the sum necessary for Christinas tree lights, up to a total 
jf $8.00, provided the faculty would contribute a like sum. Moved by Severy and 
seconded, that the faculty contribution be made from the Faculty Affairs Fund but 
Jarey, seconded by Merrill, moved to amend that the contribution be made from’the 
*und collected by the committee for the teachers retirement plan campaign. Atkinson 
seconded by Maddock, moved to table the amendment, which was carried with one 
lissenting vote, whereupon the original motion to contribute from the faculty 
hind in accordance with the provisions of Mr. Swearingen1s statement, was then 
ipproved.
(2) Improvement in responses to Placement Bureau references has been 
made.
(d) Ey Chairman Waters, NYA Projects Committee:
(1) Requests for continuation of projects for the Spring Quarter were 
due March 4. The March NYA payroll will be made up March 21.
,2. There being no further business before the Faculty the meeting adjourned.
March 7, 1940
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 p.m. on the call of 1 resident 
Simmons who presided;
The following members were present: Armsby, Arnold, Arnoldson, Atkinson, 
Badgley, Bateman, Baty, Bennett, Berland, Boddy, Briggs, Browman, Carey, Clapp, 
W. P. Clark, Coad, Cogswell, Coleman, Crowder, Dambrun, Daughters, Diettert, 
Doubleday, Ely, Ephron, Fatzer, Ferguson, Fessenden, Freeman, Glenn, Haydon, 
Hertler, Hetler, Hoffman, Housman, Jesse, Jones, Leaphart, Mansfield, Ma'rvin, 
McGinnis, Mirrielees, Mollett, Morris, Murphy, Potter, Richards, Bowe, Schreiber, 
Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, J. B. Speer, Suchy, Mrs. Swearingen, T. G. 
Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Thompson, Toelle, Turney-High, Waters, 
Mrs. Weisberg, Wilhelm, Wright.
The following members were accounted for: Ames, Barkley, Bell, Bloom, Brady, 
Campbell, Castle, Chatland, Dahlberg, Deiss, Dugan, Fox, Gleason, Hardy, Howard,’ 
Kramer, Line, Little, MacArthur, Markus, McKeel, Merrill, Miller, Platt, Sanford, 
Stone, Wilson.
2. The minutes of the meetings of December 12 and December 15 were approved.
3. The following announcements were made:
(a) By President Simmons:
(1) The Retirement-Committee advises that refunds for contributions 
to the Retirement program will be made to members entitled to refunds 
some time during the second week of Spring Quarter by Mr. Carey.
(b) By Dean Jesse:
(1) Grade reports for the Winter Quarter are due in the Registrar’s 
Office not later than 5:00 p.m., Saturday, March 16.
(2) Instructors should not change classrooms or class sections without 
referring such changes to the Schedule Committee (announcement at 
request of and in absence of Chairman Merrill).
(c) By Director of Summer Session Shallenberger:
(1) Arrangements for 1940 Summer Session a re complete, and it is the 
intention to have the arrangements for the 1941 session complete by 
the latter part of the fall quarter this year. 2
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(e) By W. F. Clark, Chairman, Convocation for Frizes and Awards:
(1) Members of the faculty are requested to avoid giving publicity ' 
as to awards and prizes.
4. Report of Completion of Requirements for Degrees and Certificates
as Certified by the Registrar.
By Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, and by Committee 
on Graduate Study, Bateman, Chairman:
All candidates on List No. 1, accepted at the meeting of the faculty held 
on December 15, 1939, have completed requirements for their respective degrees 
and certificates with the exception of the following:
I. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts:
Major
Alice Miller French
Florena I, Gray Library Economy
Helen Elizabeth McKee Physical Education
II. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
Leonard B. Nelson
III. For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Fharmacy:
Dorothy Carolynn Parsons







at close of TArinter Quarter, March 14, 1940 
submitted to Faculty, March 7, 1940 
subject to provision that all requirements for the respective degrees and 
certificates be completed in accordance with faculty rules.
RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION AND GRADUATION, AMES, CHAIRMAN
5. CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
!• For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts; Credits in Total
Llajor Subject Credits
ECONOMICS & SOCIOLOGY
Irene E. Burden 50 195
John Bernard Kemp 54 ^88
Bee Carl Lorenz • 51 186
Myron Samuel Marra 59 183
FRENCH
Lucille Line 97 200
HISTORY & POLITICAL SCIENCE
Wanna Lillian Finley 501 192
Henry Winston Lowney 5] 273
Robert Henry Robinson 56 216
HOME ECONOMICS
Aino Sylvia Marsell 57 235
LAW
Edward James Ober 50 188
PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY




II* For the Decree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:
III. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
6. Chairman Cogswell of the lublic Exercises Committee reported that the 
Committee was considering reducing the numbed'of convocations during the Spring 
Quarter by one-half*/ and asked for an expression of opinion by the faculty. 
On motion of Freemah, the faculty unanimously voted to leave the matter to the 
discretion of the joint faculty-student committee.
7. There being no further business before the Faculty the meeting adjourned.
March 25, 19 4 0
I. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 p.m. on the call of President 
Simmons who presided.
The following members were present; Ames, Armsby, Arnold, Arnoldson, 
Atkinson, Badgley, Bennett, Berland, Bischoff, Bloom, Boddy, Brady, Briggs, 
Browman, Campbell, Carey, Castle, Chatland, Clapp, W. P. Clark, Coad, Cogswell, 
Coleman, Crowder, Dambrun, Daughters, Deiss, Diettert, Doubleday, Ely, Egbert, 
Ephron, Fatzer, Ferguson, Fox, Freeman, Glenn, Haydon, Hertler, Hesdorffer, 
Hetler, Hoffman, Jesse, Kramer, Leaphart, Line, Little, Maddock, Marvin, 
McGinnis, Merrill, Miller, Mirrielees, Mollett, Morris, Murphy, Platt, Potter,
J. H. Hamskill, Hichards, Sanford, Schlueter, Schreiber, Severy, Shallenberger, 
Simmons, F. 0. Smith, Spaulding, J. B. Speer, Lucille Speer, Suchy, Mrs. Swear­
ingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Thompson, Toelle, Turney-High, Waters, Mrs. T"eisberg, 
Wendt, Wilhelm, Wilson, Wright, T. G. Swearingen.
The following members were accounted for: Adams, Barkley, F. G. Clark, 
Dahlberg, Dugan, Fessenden, Gleason, Howard, Jones, Lester, Howe.
2. The minutes of the meeting of March 7 were approved.
Don Clyde Bradley 56 lg?i
Joseph Wharton Clemow 53 24?2
George J. Dignan 52 £Qg
Anna Loris Greene 55 ^gg
Mary A. McGinley 53 190
Ronald V. Orman 57 2.99
Jack L. Rieder 55 ^gg
Harry F. Blackburn 52 183
Maurice Driscoll 44 187-
Robert Kennett Funk 56 183-
Gordon Oliver Stokke 44 208
IV. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism;
John Tower Campbell 56 186
Lester A. Colby 54 A 197^-
V. For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach;
Major Minors
Harry F. Blackburn Education Fine Arts, English, Biology
Maurice Driscoll Education English, Hist. & lol. Sci.,
Econ. & Sociology
Wanna Lillian Finley History English, Bus. Administration
Robert K. Funk Education English, Biology, Hist. & Lol.
Mary A. McGinley Bus. Admin. Home Econ., Econ. & Sociology
Harold Roy Riveland Mathematics Chemistry, Ihysics
Gordon Oliver Stokke Education English, Econ. & Sociology,
Hist. & Pol. Sci.
Tom R. White Spanish French, Ehglish
The above recommendations were unanimously approved.
3. The following announcements were made:
(a) By Professor Carey, Chairman Faculty affairs Committee:
(1) Payments of dues by the faculty are higher than usual.
(b) Ey Professor Merrill, Chairman Retirement Committee:
(1) Members of the faculty in service 1937-38 and 1938-39 and desiring 
to receive credit for these years must give notice to the Retirement 
Board prior to September 1, 1940, of intention, including payment Of 
annual dues for these two years, and must complete payments for these 
two years not later than September 1, 1941.
(3) The Faculty Retirement Committee collected a total of $189.50 
and expended $74.83. Refunds will be made to contributors by Pro­
fessor Carey from 2:30 to 4:30 p.rc., ’Wednesday, April 3, in Room 
111, Craig Hall.
(3) Professor Ames also reported concerning discussions of the Re­
tirement Committee of the Montana Education Association relative 
to search for funds for financing the retirement program.
4. President Simmons announced that the Budget and Policy Committee was, in 
accordance with action of the faculty on March 29, 1938, prepared to submit 
recommendations for recognition and honorary degrees to be conferred at 
Commencement, 1940. Professor Merrill, speaking for the Committee, submitted 
\ suggestions as to procedure of election. On motion of V«. J. Clark, seconded 
Lby F. 0. Smith, the faculty voted to recommend only one honorary doctor’s degree. 
8/ President Simmons then asked for the nominations of the Budget and Policy
Committee, which were submitted as follows:
Evan W. Kelley, Regional Forester, assigned to Region No. 1 of U. 3. Forest 
Service (Missoula), for ’’recognition” degree of Master of Forest Engineering; 
nomination sponsored by School of Forestry; submitted by Dean Spaulding.
The recommendation was unanimously approved by the faculty on a viva voce 
vote.
Dr. W. F. Cogswell, of Helena, Secretary of the State Board of Health, for 
honorary degree of Doctor of Science; nomination sponsored by Department of 
Bacteriology and Hygiene, and Health Service; submitted by Professor Richards.
Justin Miller, of Washington, D. C. , Justice of Court of Appeals <of District 
of Columbia, for honorary degree of Doctor of Laws; nomination sponsored by 
School of Law; submitted by Dean Leaphart.
Dr. Cordon A. Watkins, Dean of College of Arts and Sciences of University of 
California at Los Angeles, for honorary degree of Doctor of Laws; nomination • 
sponsored by Division of Social Sciences; submitted b- Dean Miller.
On motion of Jesse, the faculty voted unanimously that if one of the three 
nominees received a majority of all votes cast he should be declared recommended 
for the degree; if no majority on the first ballot, then the faculty should 
vote on the two receiving the highest number of votes on the original ballot.
The faculty proceeded to cast ballots in accordance with the above actions. 
Irofessors Merrill, Teel, and Little were appointed tellers.
The result of the first ballot was:
(c) By Professor Merrill, Chairman Schedule Committee:
(1) Department chairmen are requested to submit copy for the class 
schedules for 1940-41 before the end of the present Spring Quarter; 






The result of the second ballot (taken on Miller and Watkins), was;
Miller 32
Tatkins 50
Whereupon the President announced that Dr. Gordon A. Watkins was duly 
recommended by the faculty to the State Board of Education for the honorary 
degree of Doctor of Lavis, to be conferred at Commencement in June, 1940.
A motion by Shallenberger that the recommendation of Dr. Watkins be made 
unanimous vias adopted.
Moved by Atkinson, seconded by Merrill, that in case Dr. Watkins was 
unable to accept the invitation for.conferring of degree at Commencement, 1940 
that Mr. Justin Miller be recommended by the faculty to the State Board of 
Education for the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws, to be conferred at 
Commencement in June, 1940, The motion was adopted by a vote of 42 to 26.
The President called attention to the fact that faculty action regarding 
honorary degrees should be regarded as confidential until the State Board 
has approved the recommendations.
There being no further business before the faculty, the meeting adjourned.
April 19, 1940
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 p.m. on the call of President 
Simmons who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Arnold, Arnoldson, 
Atkinson, Badgley, Barkley, Bateman, Bennett, Berland, Bischoff, Bloom, Boddy, 
Browman, Chatland, Clapp, W. P. Clark, Coad, Coleman, Crowder, Deiss, Diettert, 
Doubleday, Ely, Ephron, Ferguson, Freeman, Glenn, Haydon, Hetler, Hoffman, 
Howard, Jesse, Kramer, Leaphart, Line, Little, Maddock, Merrill, Mirrielees, 
Morris, Murphy, Platt, Potter, Sanford, Schlueter, Schreiber, Severy, 
Shallenberger, Simmons, F. 0. Smith, J. B. Speer, Suchy, Mrs. Swearingen, 
Tascher, Thompson, Turney-High, Weisberg, Wilhelm, Wilson, Wright.
The following members were accounted for: Adams, Baty,'Bell, Brady, Campbell, 
Carey, Castle, Dahlberg, Dugan, F&tzer, Fessenden, Fox, Gleason, Hertler, 
Housman, Lester, Marvin, McGinnis, Miller, Mollett, Richards, Rowe, Stone, 
T. G. Swearingen, Teel, Waters, Wendt.
2. The minutes of the meeting of March 25 were approved.
3. The following announcement^ were made:
(a) By President Simmons:
(1) Attention of the faculty members was called to the 1932 amend­
ment to Article IX, Section 2, of the Constitution of Montana, which 
limits the vote on any levy or liability to taxpayers whose names 
appeared upon the last preceding completed assessment roll. The 
Executive Countil urges faculty members to make certain that their 
wives* names are included on the assessment rolls, in order that 
they may be eligible to vote on the millage.
(2) Report on State Board meeting, April 8,1940: /Z*1
The board approved the recommendation of the faculty that the
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws be conferred on Gordon S. Watkins^ 
at the coming June commencement and that the recognition degree of 
Master of Forest Engineering be conferred on Evan W. Kelley (both t 
have accepted); approved the recommendations that the Health 
Service fee be increased from §2.50 to §3.00 per quarter, that the 
rate for board at the Residence Halls be decreased from §25.00 to 
§22.50 per month for the coming year, that the research activities
of the School of Business Administration be segregated into a 
Bureau of Business Research.
Professor Rudolph J. Schlueter has been granted a leave of 
absence without pay for the coming year, and Professors Walter Pope 
and A. P. L. Turner have been granted continued leave. Mr. James N. 
Hol in, who has been on leave of absence this year, has resigned as of 
September 1, 1940; Mr. Ralph Y. McGinnis, who has substituted for him 
while on leave, will remain as Instructor in Speech.
Mr. Clarence Bell and Mr. Larrae Haydon have been promoted from 
the rank of instructor to that of assistant professor.
(3) The work of the State Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation (Lief 
Fredericks, Supervisor) in connection with University students was 
briefly explained by the President.
(b) By Dean Jesse (Chairman of Advisers):
A report of quality of work (grade) is required on Change of Enrollment 
cards filed by students after Wednesday, April 17.
(c) By Dr. Shallenberger (Director of Summer Session, Placement Bureau):
(1) Members of the faculty are requested to respond promptly to 
requests for recommendations.
(2) Cooperation of the faculty in completing plans for 1941 Summer 
Session before the end of Autumn Quarter is requested.
(d) By Dr. Merrill in absence of Dr. Rowe, Chairman, Interscholastic Committei 
Representatives of each department are requested to be available in 
their offices from 10:00 to 12:00 on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
May 9, 10, and 11, for interviews with visitors and prospective 
students during Track Meet.
(e) By Dr. Merrill (Chairman, Retirement Committee):
The Retirement Committee has given consideration to proposal of another 
insurance company for group sick and accident insurance, but the 
committee has no recommendation to make. Copies of an announcement 
of the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association were also distributed.
(f) By Dr. Merrill (Chairman, Schedule Committee):
The Schedule Committee urges that copy for next year’s class schedule 
be submitted by April 23rd.
(g) By Mr. Speer:
In order to comply with directions of the government, supervisors of 
N.Y.A. employees are urged to use much care in approval of time reports; 
the same attention should be given to approval of N.Y.A. time reports 
as is expected to be given to time reports for University payrolls.
4. The Committee on Admission and Graduation Enlarged for Administrative Action, 
Jesse, Chairman, reported the following exceptions to faculty rules granted 
du^in^ the Winter Quarter, 1940. |
(a.) Re: Richard Poston. Mr. Poston petitioned to be allowed to satisfy his 
restricted elective requirement in Literature or Philosophy by offering 7 
instead of the required 8 credits. Since he transferred a semester of work 
in General Literature (3 quarter credits) and completed 1 quarter of 
Contemporary Literature (4 quarter credits) at the University in addition 
to a course in Literature of the Old Testament, and since requirements in 
his major department filled his schedule for the Spring Quarter his petition 
was granted.
(b) Re: Toivo J. Ylinen. Mr. Ylinen petitioned to be allowed to offer 33 
instead of 35 credits in residence of the last 45 required for a degree. 
Since Mr. Ylinen has already attended the University for 13 quarters and 
will not be able to be in residence during the spring quarter because of work 
his petition was granted.
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(c) Re: Robert K. Funk. Mr. Funk petitioned to be allowed to offer 
32 instead of 35 credits in residence of the last 45 required for a 
degree. Since Mr. Funk has already attended the University for six 
summer sessions and made a very good record and since he wishes to 
complete hes requirements for a Bachelor of Arts degree in order to 
start work on his Master’s degree this summer, his petition was granted.
(d) Re: Leonard B. Nelson. Mr. Nelson petitioned to be allowed to 
offer 34 instead of 35 credits in residence of the last 45 required for 
a degree. Since Mr. Nelson has attended the University for seven 
summer sessions and made an excellent record his petition was granted.
5. The Curriculum Committe, Jesse, Chairman, presented the following 
recommendations for changes in courses for 1940-41, which were duly approved 
by unanimous vote of the faculty:
A. In general University regulations.
Page 20. Under "Credits Required for Major", that the following statement 
be inserted: "Not more than 90 credits of English, Dramatics 
and Speech (exclusive of English 105) for a combined major and 
teaching minor may be counted toward graduation."
NURSING 'EDUCATION
Page 44.
Chemistry 103 and Bacteriology 126 no longer required; readjustment 
in quarter or year when certain courses should be completed.
DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY AND HYGIENE
Page 45.
Present courses 119a, General Bacteriology; 119b, Pathogenic Bact­
eriology; and 120t Immunology, to be rearranged and renumbered as 
follows:
117. General Bacteriology
118. Immunology^ (To be given winter quarter, was spring).
119. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (To be given spring quarter, was winter).
This necessitates corresponding number changes in major requirements 
and prerequisite numbers.
122. Bacteriology of Foods and Water. Prerequisite, "Bacteriology
19 or 117."
126. Sanitation and Public Health. Not given 1940-41.
DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY
Page 47.
22. Plant Physiology. Botany 12 dropped from prerequisite.
51. Plant Ecology. Botany 12 added to prerequisite.
141. Morphology of the Thallophytes. Prerequisite changed to
"Botany 11, 12, and junior standing" (was Botany 22).
142. Morphology of the Bryophytes and Pteridophytes. Same change in 
prerequisite as 141.
143. Morphology of the Spermatophytes. Same change in prerequisite 
as 141.
pQSJG 48 •
161a and b. Systematic Botany. Same change in prerequisite as 141.
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
Page 51.
New course. 16. Psychology of Adjustment. 1 qtr. Spring. 2 cr.
B. In course offerings and requirements of departments in the College 
of Arts and Sciences.
Division of Biological Sciences
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY z A t
Page 44.
That a new statement regarding the necessity of spending four years 
in the University in order to complete the Medical Technology ( 
curriculum prior to entrance into a hospital for practical laboratory 
work will probably be required of those students who enter from 
high school with insufficient preparation in modern languages, 
chemistry, and mathematics. Provision is allowed in the Medical 




The arrangement of ’’Major Requirements" made to conform with present 
Botany outline in that Biological Science 13abc is taken out of the 
"50 or more credits" and included in the courses which "must be completed 
132. (I.) Advanced Invertebrate Zoology. Included with courses listed
in Major Requirements.
107. Aquatic Biology to be offered in Autumn (was Spring).
108. Ornithology, and 109, Mammalogy will be offered in Spring in 
alternate years (were Autumn).
125. Genetics raised to 5 cr. (was 4).
Division of the Humanities
DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
Fage 54.
New Course. 20. Latin and Greek in Current Use. 1 qtr. 2 cr. No prere 




That a new major, if combined with a teaching minor, be allowed in 
Dramatics and Speech. It is proposed that a maximum of 90 credits 
(exclusive of English 105, Teaching of English) be allowed in the 
department for those students who receive a major in Dramatics and 
Speech and secure a teaching minor in English or for those students 
who major in English and secure a teaching minor in Dramatics and Speech.
Page 56.
_15abc. Applied Acting. Changed to 15. "With consent of instructor may 
be repeated by majors in Dramatics and Speech to a maximum of 8 cr." 
16a b. Applied Stagecraft. Changed to 16. "With consent of instructor 
may be repeated by majors in Dramatics and Speech to a maximum of 6 cr." 
50a. • Composition. To be given all three quarters (was two); 30b, Sprlnu 
(was Winter). -----
Page 57.
105. Teaching of English. Prerequisite now "senior standing" (was 
senior standing in English).
Fage 58.
42. Discussion. To alternate with proposed new course 61, Business and 
Professional Speaking. 42 will be given in 1941-42 and in alternate 
years.
Fundamentals of Speech. 2 qtrs. Autumn, winter. 3 cr. each 
quarter (was 2 cr. each quarter).
New courses:
<§!• Business and Professional Speaking. 1 qtr. Spring. 4 cr.
To be given in 1940-41 and in alternate years.
47. Makeup. 1 qtr. Spring. 2 cr.
H?/ Advanced Public Speaking. Number changed (was 43). Prere­
quisite notVraised to include English 20, 21, 42, and 44.
DEPARTT.*FNT OF FINE ARTS
Page 59.
~.abc* Hf_e Drawing. Changed to 51. Inserted in course description: 
"May be repeated with consent of instructor to a maximum of 6 cr."
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY ECONOMY
Page 59.
Course 28c, Library Administration, and course 31, Book Buying,
Ordering and Trade Bibliography, included in major requirements. 
Page 60.
Dropped. 24, History of Libraries (incorporated in 28c).
. Library Fractice. To be given only 1 quarter (Spring). Prerequisite, 
senior standing in Library Economy.
28ab. Expanded to _28abc, Library Administration, to include old course
24. 3 qtrs. 3 cr. each quarter.
Division of Physical Sciences
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
Page 64.
13. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. "...or sophomore 
standing- omitted from prerequisite, "..but are eligible for credit 
in 13c” added to last sentence of the course description.
19. Organic Chemistry. Prerequisite, Chemistry 11 or 13 (was 13).
1 QI * The Carbon Compounds. Prerequisite, Chemistry 11 or 13(was 13). 
109» Inorganic Industrial Chemistry. Prerequisite, Chemistry 13d 
and 101 (was 101TT
HO * Organic Industrial Chemistry. Chemistry 15 out of prerequisite. 
"Prerequisite, Chemistry 13c and 101."
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Fage 69.
10« Intermediate Algebra. Statement regarding duplication changed 
to include Mathematics 18 and 35a.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
Page 71.
170. Theoretical Physics. To be given annually instead of in 
alternate years.
Division of Social Sciences
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
Page 73.
16. Title changed to "Elementary Sociology" (was Principles of 
Sociology).
19. World Resources and Industries. Prerequisite "Economics 14" 
Twas "and junior standing").
Page 74.
113. Labor Economics. 1 qtr. Winter (was Spring).
Dropped. 121. Trends in American Social Life. 1 qtr. Winter. 5 cr.
New course. 126. General Sociology. 1 qtr. Winter. 4 cr. Not 
given in 1940-41.
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Page 75.
15ab. History of Greece. Changed to 15. 1 qtr. 4 cr. (was 3 cr.
each qtr.). Prerequisite "sophomore standing" (was junior standing). 
16. History of Rome. Changed to 4 cr. (was 3). Prerequisite 
"sophomore standing" (was junior standing).
Page 76.
23ab. Hispanic-American History. Prerequisite "sophomore standing" 
(was junior standing).
C. In course offerings and requirements of various professional schools.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Page 85.
Dropped. 32. The Teaching of Commercial Subjects in Secondary
Schools. (Replaced by 142, Methods of Teaching Shorthand, and 143, 
Methods of Teaching Typewriting.)
23ab. Advanced Stenography. To be given Winter, Spring (was Autumn, 
Winter)•
New courses:
142. Methods of Teaching Shorthand. 1 qtr. Spring. 3 cr. To be 
given in 1940-41 and in alternate years. (Already given in Summer 
Session).
143. Methods of Teaching Typewriting. 1 qtr. Spring. 3 cr. To 
be given in 1941-42 and in alternate years. (Already given in 
Summer Session).
114ab. Cost. Accounting. Dropped from regular year offerings. Will 
be given Summer Session only as 114.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Page 88.
Minor requirement in Business Administration. Courses 32 and 41 
dropped; 142 and 143 substituted.
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
Page 96.
14. Fire Protection. 1 qtr. Winter (was Spring).
24. Forest Mensuration 2 qtr. 10 cr. continuous. Changed to 
24ab. 2 qtr. 5 cr. each quarter.
* 38 Wildlife Management. 1 qtr. Autumn (was Spring).
44ab. Advanced Mapping. 2 qtr. any quarter (was Autumn, Winter). 
1017 Forestry"Problems and Research. Course description expanded to 
M7t specifically fields of advanced study to be offered.
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
Page 100. . __ . ... . , .
21a. Newspaper Organization and Function. Prerequisite now includes 
"or consent of instructor".
21b. The Press in Society. Prerequisite same as 21a. 
217. Special Writing. Prerequisite same as 21a.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Page 108.
23abc. Class Piano Methods. Not offered in 1940-41.
Page 109,
Note regarding no graduate credit in School of Music out.
34abc. History of Music. Number changed to 134. Prerequisite changed 
to make it an upper division course.
New courses:
37abc. Keyboard Harmony. 3 qtr. Autumn, winter, spring. 1 cr. eac] 
qtr.
47abc. Advanced Keyboard Harmony. 3 qtr. Autumn, winter, spring.
1 cr. each quarter. Offered in 1941-42.
119ab. Band and Vocal Arranging. 2 qtr. Winter, spring. 2 cr. eac] 
qtr.
123abc. School Music and 155abc combined and rearranged into theory and 
laboratory. 155abc now called "School Music Laboratory." 
130abc. Band and Orchestra Management. Number changed to 52abc. Frere 
quisite changed to "one quarter of music 31bc and 10 credits in band", e 
(was "consent of instructor").
160abc. Microphone and Frogram Technique. Number changed to 45abc.
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Page 111.
Requirement for Graduation (2). 113, Drug Microscopy, added to require­
ments of Scientific course.
Page 112.
13a. Fharmaceutical Botany and Pharmacognosy. (Autumn Quarter) raised 
5 cr. (was 4).
22c. Drug Analysis. Chemistry 13c included in prerequisite. 
31abc. Fharmacology. Raised to 4 cr. each quarter (was 3). 
39. Urinalysis. Chemistry 13c included in prerequisite. 
New course. 113. Drug Microscopy. 1 qtr. Spring. 2 cr.
MILITARY SCIENCE
Fage 114. j;
New course. 10. Military Band. 1 to 6 qtr. 1 cr. each quarter. This 
course will be open to a limited number of freshmen and sophomores who, 
with the approval of the professor of Military Science and Tactics and 
the band director, will be allowed to substitute this course for the 
basic military science courses. This band work, however, may not be 
applied as prerequisite to the advanced military courses leading to a 
commission in the Officers’ Reserve Corps.
6, By Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, and by Committee 
on Graduate Study, Bateman, Chairman:
All candidates on List No. 2, accepted at the meeting of the faculty held 
on March 7, 1940, have completed requirements for their respective degrees and 
certificates as certified by the Registrar, with the exception of the following:
I* For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts inBusiness Administration:
Ronald V. Orman
7. CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
List No. 3
at close of spring quarter, June 3, 1940, submitted to Faculty, April 19, 1940, 
subject to provision that all requirements for the respective degrees and 
certificates be completed in accordance with faculty rules.
RECOMMENDED EY COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION AND GRADUATION, CHAIRMAN
I. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts: Credits in Total
Major Subject Credits
BACTERIOLOGY AND HYGIENE -----------
Stanley Richard Ames 40 229
(Also Majors in Chemistry and Mathematics)
Alice Marie Colvin 50 213
H. Numa Crecelius 56^
Carl Edwin Spetz, Jr. 48 188
Ruth Florence Weise 58 180
BOTANY
Orval F. Erwin 51 273
Tom B. McKee 70 240
Richard W. Foston 66^ 203^
CHEMISTRY
Stanley Richard Ames 67 229
(Also Majors in Bacteriology and Hygiene and Mathematics)
Harold A. Kendall 66 204
Arthur Joseph Fearson 62 207
Charles M. Sigvardt 64 198
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
Mary Dell Buitenveld 55 200^
John Cline Chisholm 55 199
Rosemary Deegan 55^ 186
Mary Alice Dickson 75 191
Gayle Adele Draper 66 198
Ruth Margaret Eastman 59 188
Constance Edwards 67 192
Ellen I. Frame 64 205
Elizabeth Grimm 65 190
Manzer John Griswold 64 198
Victor R. Haburchak 57 195
Leonard H. Langen 50 274
Margaret Love 51 185
Marjorie McClain 65 186
Aileen McCullough 58 201
Esther L. McNorton 69 199
Edythe Cavell Mattson 64 186
Josephine Weyman Maury 58 203^
Edward Thomas Morrison 65 186
John Robert Rice 60 188
(Also Major in Law)
Edna May Shields 64 186
Evelyn 0. Steele 65 197
John Howard Toole 65 188
Charles Leslie Trekell 53 198
(Also Major in Business Administration)
Jesse Wharton Wild 72 198
ENGLISH
Marjorie Ruth Arnold 66 190
Eusebia Ann Bartlett 62 188
Dorothy E. Burton 64 188
Eileen Byrne 65 194
Mary Frances Callantine 64 191
Arlene Beth Cole 53 191
Virginia M. Doepker 65 188
Ruth M. Elgas 65 228
Marion Esther Erickson 53 203
Helen Pauline Formos 66 217
Virginia Lou Horton 62 189
Nancy Elizabeth Huntington 61 187
J. Vernon McGahan 58 186
Dorothy A. Miller 51 195
Leclerc Page 58 192
Jane M. Pence 57 186£
Helen Annie Simmons 65 197























(Also Major in Library Economy)







(Also Major in Journalism)
Earl Arthur Nehring




































































Earl Arthur Nehring 42
(Also Major in History and Political Science)
John Robert Rice 42















































Gwendolyn Louise Benson 46
Olive Margaret Brain 47
(Also Major in German)
Patricia F. Gibbons 45
Florena I. Gray 47
Nelle Jean Maxey 51
MATHEMATICS
Stanley Richard Ames 40
(Also Majors inChemistryand Bacteriology and Hygiene)
Arnold Henry Anderegg 45
Sara DeanFrey 45
Joe Hashisaki 55
Delbert Walter Pile 45
(Also Major in Physics)
Albert B. Weaver 49













Douglas Finlay Brown 54
Lillian Cervenka 66
Audree Margaret Crail 66
William V. Lazetich 66
Joseph Anthony Strizich 53
PHYSICS
Walter Thomas Kerttula 47
Delbert Walter Pile 47
(Also Major in Mathematics)
Albert B.Weaver 53










Bruce W. Armstrong 102
Robert Lee Beal 123
Harry Francis Coifer 74
Martha E. Jenkins 73
Robert Goodyear Tromly 80
PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
Mary Fuller 55
Edward John Hooper 54

















(Also Major in Zoology)
Hector J. LaCasse
LeRoy Thomas Mongold




(Also Major in Wild Life Technology) 
LeRoy Thomas Mongold
(Also Major in Wild Life Technology) 

















n. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Buaineas Administration:
. . n 64 184Arthur L* Anderson gg 134
64 187Joseph M. Bell __ 1R5
William Hickman Bartley r?i
Lois Janett Bauer 2 s
Jane Beatrice Borland
Paul B. Bradley 2$ 7q?
Winifred Elizabeth Bridges £>2
Harry Reuben Brost ^0
Edward Blase Brown 1®®
F. Miles Bush * *®
Margaret Lavina Carlson J”
Donald Ellsworth Clapper 56 189
Douglas McKay Dahle 56 182
Richard F. Dennison 62 187
Doloris Mae Dufour 65 200
Joseph Bernard Ghirardo 59 185
Harold Arthur Hanson 57 I88
J. Hilbert Hanson 56 186
William Kenneth Helm 88 189
Helen Leona Hoerning 89 I8?
William Mack Holt 55 191
Nich Leo Hotti 64 188
Raymond Leo Howerton 56 191
Beulah Irene Jensen 57 187
Leonard E. Johnson 61 190
Victor A. Johnson 56 192
Robert Vincent Kaiser 56 190
Louis Carroll Kalberg 59 187-^
Louis Franklin Kinney 67 195
Norven 0. Langager 64 180
John Charles Lynch 71 192
Adele MacArthur 54 190
James J. Manning 64 184
Theola Mae Meuli 56 187
Grace Logan Milles 53^ 205^
Laura Lee Murphy 54 198
Florence Lucille Murray 64 180
Judith June O’Brien 64 181
RobertT. Pantzer 55 187
John H. Pierce 59 191
Marvel Points 53 188
Ethylmae Powell 59 188
Ann Marie Prendergast 53 198
Conrad E. Priess, Jr. 59 186
Ralph B. Robinson, Jr. 64 187
Freda L. Rosholt 57 203
Lewis Nevil Ross 55 186
John Everett Sanderson 60 186
Willis J. Sorg 66 187
Gerald Leonard Sporleder 59 186
Rhoda; Eileen Sporleder 54 206^
Richard Donald Sundquist 59 187
Herbert T. Swanson 67 193
Charles Edmund Sweeney 66 190
Lillian Ruth Taylor 57 196
Robert Edwin Thornally 58 192^
Elaine Tipton 56 217
Charles Leslie Trekell 58 198
(Also Major in Economics and Sociology)
Hl* For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
Lawrence V. Grape 50 199
Madelyn Heister 43 202
Toivo J. Ylinen 5^ 189
IV. For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry:
Eugene W. Barrett jjp 221
Jerome J. Bauer ^.39 204
Donald Walter Beck 117 222^
Homer G. Benson 102 259
223
Karl William Bergner 116 206
Merle Basil Brunsvoid 112 204
Robert F. Burdick 114 205
Trafford Standish Burnett 128 194
Meril Gene Carter 106 204
Earl Glen Clark 117 206
William Cochran 113 204
Charles Robert Collom 118 200
WilliamStephen Connor 123 208
Kenneth F. Curfman 107 239
Robert Henry Doull 115 201
Eugene Montelie Duncan 122 210
Vernard L. Erickson 132 224
John S. Forsman 106 220
Stephen Andrew Gajan 128 207
Clarence P. Graham 101 261
John R. Greene 101 235^
Reid A. Hamilton 123 231
John H. Hay, Jr. 130 223
Winston B. Howard 121 205
Frank E. Ives 105 218^
E. Glenn Jackson 112 199
Roy A. Johnson 108 204
Myron H. Keilman 112 224
Fred C. Kibler, Jr. 110 205
Alton Leonard Knutson 118 204
Eugene F. Landt 127 204
Russell Elsmere Lockhart 106 242
John Thomas Loucks 105 209
Philip McLeod 107 207
Roy Mathias Mart 106 216
Daniel G. Massing 117 207
George Walter Mead 109 205
Arthur Leslie Melby 104 215
Russell Hinman Miller 133 303-^
Bennie C. Moravetz 117 202
Albert F. Muchmore 117 239
Glenn Herman Mueller 117 206
James A. Hennings 118 222
Joseph Carl Nawrocki 117 208
Paul E. Neff 117 206
Dan Spalding Nelson 128 277
Laurence Richard Olsen 112 206
Willard Wesley Olson 109 224
Ernest W. Perry 125 194
MiltonF. Phillip 125 205
Lewis I. Phillips ‘ 117 207
William Robert Piatt 143 234
Leo K. Pipal 117 202
William H. Plummer 116 204
J. Boyd Price ’ 90 202j
Richard Albert Robinson 127 239
Earl C. Schenkenberger 122 227
Edward Leo Shults 118 197
George W. Statzell ' 99-g- 207
Habert Ellsworth Underwood 121 204
Boris Theodore Vladimiroff 136 257
Robert H. Walker 129 231
James W. Whilt 115 220
Clinton G. Wilmsen 114 204
V. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism;
Grace Elizabeth Baker 52 186
Donald A. Bartsch 47 188
LeonE. David 45 190
Verna Iline Gre. 55 192
Jackson Frederick Hoon 53 187
Ralph Allen Jackson 51 206
Thomas Stuart Kerin 54 195
Roland Lundberg 51 204
Montana Marie Mayland 47 196
Alice Rice Nash 47 198
William J. Nash 59 204
(AlsonMajor in History and Political Science)
Arthur L. Petersen 47 206
Charles Otto Rasmussen 47 200
Edward ^riscoe Reynolds 56 186
































VIII. For the Degree of Bachelor of Music:
* 
♦*Marjory L. Long
IX. For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy:
John Askvoid, Jr. 
Gordon Henry Bryan 
Mary Alice Crutcher 
Lyman Allen Darrow
Frank James Davis
James Oliver Hoppe 
Cecelia Elioda Mueller 
Roland G.Tabor
Walter Andrew White
X. For the Degree of Bachelor of Laws:
William F. Browning 
E. Gradner Brownlee 
Clifford James Carmody 
Herbert W. Conrad, Jr. 
Karl W. Dissly 
AlfredF. Dougherty 
Geno Paul Fopp 
Henry I. Grant 
Norman Hanson 
GordonRussell Hickman 
Thomas P. Koch 
Leonard H. Langen 
Burke McNamer 
P. Largey MacDonald 
Dorothy Jeanne Mueller 
Arnold H. Olsen 
Robert F. Swanberg 
William Hugh Swanberg 
Bernard William Thomas 
Richard Alfred Wilkinson 
Joseph Raymond Wine, Jr.
87 200
Madge Todd Scott 47 249i
(Also Major in Latin)
Curtis F. Stimson 47 201
Jane Marie Sullivan 48 190
Cedric N. Thompson 48 186
Francis E. Tonrey 59 187
Marie Elizabeth Trekell 63 188
Robert B. Warren 47 239
Herbert Charles Watts, Jr. 54 183
VI, For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology:
Marguerite Ede 97 224
Caryl Woodbury Jones 137 203































‘ *0? the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
— “ajar Minors
En81iSh Hiatory * Fol- Sol, Trench
illlan H. Artz Business Adnlnls. Boon. & Soe., Mathematics
XT A_
L0, 4,rege 227» of minutes of May 31 for degree earned.
Eusebia Ann Bartlett 
Dois Janett Bauer 
Anders 0. Berg 
Jane Beatrice Berland 




Dorothy E. Burton 
Eileen Byrne
Mary Frances Callantine
H. Louise Cameron 
Margaret Lavine Carlson 
Lillian Cervenka 
Francis J. Chabre 
Arlene Beth Cole 




Mary Helen Dratz 




Sara Dean Frey 






Fred Alexander Honeychurch 
Virginia Lou Horton 
Elizabeth Mary Hoskins 
Nancy Elizabeth Huntington 
Beulah Irene Jensen 




Marjorie Lucille McNamer 
Elsie M. Macintosh 
Dorothy A. Miller 
Grace Logan Mi lies
Margaret Hayes Minty 
Theola Mae Meuli 
Ellen Mountain 
Laura Lee Murphy 
Gertrude Adell Neff 
Helen Ruth Parsons 
Marvel Points 
Ann Marie Prendergast 
Helen Janet Preston 
Frances M. Rambosek 
Rosanne Margaret Roe 
Freda L. Rosholt 
Jardis Ryan Salisbury 
Grace Fhyllis Scearce 
Madge Todd Scott
Burke Sheeran 
Helen Annie Simmons 
Margaret Ida Simmons 



















































History & Pol. Sci. 
Business Adminis. 
Home Economics 

















French, History & Pol. Sci 
Home Economics, French 
History & Pol. Sci., French 
English, Spanish
Chemistry, French
English, French, History & 
Pol. Sci.
Econ. & Soc., History & Pol. 
Sci.
Music, French, English 
French, History &. Pol. Sci. 
History & Pol. Sci., French 
History & Pol. Sci., Music 
Spanish, English
English, Home Economics 
Biology, History & Pol. Sci. 
History & Pol. Sci., Spanish 
Home Economics, Latin
French, English
History & Pol. Sci., Spanish
History & Pol. Sci., English 
Spanish, Home Economics 
Spanish, Chemistry
English, French, Biology 
Music, French
Home Economics, History & 
Pol. Sci.
History & Pol. Sci., Econ.
& Soc.
Fine Arts, French
English, History & Pol. Sci. 
History & Pol. Sci., Mathe­
matics, French, Econ. & Soc. 
English, Spanish
French, English
English, Econ. & Soc., 
History & Pol. Sci. 
Chemistry, French, 
Business Adminis.
Chemistry, Music, Biology 
French, History & Pol. Sci. 
English, French
French, History & Pol. Sci. 
English, Music
Spanish, English




History & Pol. Sci., French 
French, History & Pol. Sci. 
History & Pol. Sci., Econ. 
& Soc.
French, English
English, Econ. & Soc.










English, History & Pol. Sci.
English, Chemistry
History & Pol. Sci., English
English, Econ. & Soc.
History & Pol. Sci., French 
History & Pol. Sci., French 
History & Pol. Sci., English 
French, History & Pol. Sci. 
English, Home Economics
99fi
Latin, French, English 
Mathematics, Biology 
English, History & Pol. Sci.
Home Econ., History & Pol. Sc 
Mathematics, English, History 
Fol. Set., Home Econ.
Home Econ., Business Adminis. 
Latin
History & Pol. Sci., Spanish 




French, History & Pol. Sci.
Spanish, Biology, Econ. & Soc, 
Home Econ., History & Pol.Sci.
The above recommendations of candidates for degrees and certificates in List No. 2 
were, on motion duly made and seconded, unanimously approved by the faculty.
8. There being no further business before the Faculty, the meeting adjourned.
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 p.m. on the call of President 
Simmons who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Arnold, Arnoldson, 
Atkinson, Badgley, Barkley, Bateman, Bennett, Berland, Bischoff, Bloom, Briggs, 
Carey, Caulkins, Chatland, Clapp, W. F. Clark, Cogswell, Coleman, Crowder, 
Dahlberg, Diettert, Doubleday, Ely, Engleman, Ephron, Ferguson, Fessenden, 
Freeman, Glenn, Haydon, Hertler, Hetler, Hoffman, Howard, Jesse, Kramer, 
Leaphart, Little, Maddock, Marvin, McGinnis, Merrill, Miller, Mirrielees, 
Mollett, Morris, Platt, Potter, J. H. Ramskill, Richards, Sanford, Schlueter, 
Schreiber, Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, F. 0. Smith, Spaulding, J. B. Speer, 
Stone, Mrs. Swearingen, T. G. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Thompson, 
Turney-High, Mrs. Weisberg, Wendt, Wilhelm, Wilson, Wight.
The following members were accounted for: Bell, Boddy, Brady, Browman, 
Campbell, Castle, F. G. Clark, Daughters, Deiss, Dugan, Fatzer, Fox, Freeman, 
Gleason, Housman, Lester, Line, Waters.
2. The minutes of the meeting of April 19 were approved.
3. The following announcements were made:
(a) By President Simmons:
Lt. Colonel Irving H. Engleman, Infantry, U. S. Army, recently added 
to the R. 0. T. C. staff, was introduced.
(b) By Vice President Severy:
At the suggestion of the Budget and Policy Committee members of the 
faculty who are qualified voters were invited to sign the petition 
for the Montana State College building bond issue initiative.
(c) By Director Shallenberger:
(1) Registration procedure for the summer session will be the same 
as during the previous session, and will be in the Mens’ Gymnasium 
at 8:30 on Monday, June 10.
(2) Members of the faculty are requested to respond promptly to request 
by the Placement Bureau for recommendations of candidates for positions.
Virginia Gleaner Strickland Spanish
Joseph Anthony Strizich Physical Educ.
Lucille Frances Sweeney Music
Lillian Ruth Taylor Business Adminis.
Elaine Tipton Business Adminis.
Kathleen Mary Tuott English
Eleanor Torborg Turli English
Robert B. Warren Journalism
Dora Margaret White Home Economics
Elaine White Spanish
Margaret Louise Wilson English
Toivo J. Ylinen Education
Verna Marie Young Music
May 31, 1940
(d) By Dean Jesse:
Grades for the spring quarter are due in the Registrar’s Office not 
later than 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, June 11th.
(e) By Chairman Merrill, Retirement-Group Insurance Committee:
(1) No change has been made in the group insurance policy.
(2) The final report of the collections of the committee for the 
retirement campaign showed collections of $189.50, expenditures of 
$74.83, transfer to Faculty Affairs Committee of $8.17, and the 
balance refunded to contributors.
(f) By Chairman Carey, Faculty Affairs Committee:
layment of dues for 1939-40 has been satisfactory.
(g) By Chairman Atkinson, Commencement Committee:
Members of the faculty who are not to be present at Commencement 
Exercises should obtain leave of absence from the President.
4. The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, reported that 
Marjory L. Long is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Music 
instead of the degree of Bachelor of Music as presented in the list of 
candidates at the meeting of April 19.
5. Report of Completion of Requirements for Degrees and Certificates as 
certified by the Registrar, by Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, 
Chairman, and by Committee on Graduate Study, Bateman, Chairman:
All Candidates on List No. 3, accepted at the meeting of the faculty held on 
April 19, 1940, have completed requirements for their respective degrees and 
certificates with the exception of the following:








II. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Major
Botany










III. For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry:
Alton Leonard Knutson
IV. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:
Cedric N. Thompson
V. For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology:
Caryl Woodbury Jones
VI. For, the Degree of Bachelor of Laws:
William Hugh Swanberg
Richard Alfred Wilkinson






French, Hist. & lol. Sci.
English, Home Econ.
228
6 The Committee on Adnlselon end Graduation, Ames, Chairman, recommended that 
tie ?olloS candidates for the Bachelor’s degree be graduated with honors, 
the roiiowin^ Registrar aa having a ”B* average at the
btgliilJgyofethe last Quarter of residence and were recommended by the Chair­
man “their major department. The recommendation was unanimously approved.
Name
Stanley Richard Ames 
Alice Marie Colvin 
Ruth Florence Weise 
Ethylmae Powell
Stanley Richard Ames 
Charles M. Sigvardt 
John Cline Chisholm
Mary Alice Dickson 
Gayle Adele Draper
Manzer John Griswold
Esther L. McNorton 















Olive Margaret Brain 




















































7. The Committee orl^raduate Study, Bateman, Chairman, reported that the follow­
ing candidates have completed all requirements for the Master’s degree and 
recommended that the degrees be granted in accordance with faculty rules. The 
recommendation was unanimously approved.
The Degree of Master of Arts: Total Credits
CHEMISTRY
Alvin R. Kincaid 30
B.A., Walla Walla College, 1934









B.A., Montana State University, 1939











Bact. &. Hygiene A
Bact. &. Hygiene A





Econ. & Sociol. B
Econ. & Sociol.








Fine Arts B +
Forestry A
Forestry A




















Alphin T. Gould 30
B.A., Dartmouth College, 1926
Thesis: A Hundred Years on the Ishawooa.
Board of Examiners:




HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Mary Catherine White 30
B.A., Montana State University, 1927








Lloyd Fredrick Whiting 30
B.A., Montana State University, 1929
Thesis: The History, Development and Function of Illustration







Mabel Jacobsen Foster 33
B.A., Montana State University, 1924








B.A., Luther College, 1937* 
Thesis: A Psychological Study of Values. 
Board of Examiners:




David Beattie Smith 30
B.A., Montana State University, 1935
Thesis: A Study of Relationships between Achievement, 
Personality, and Interests.
Board of Examiners:




8. Following introduction by President Simmons, Dr. Gordon S. Watkins (Class 
of 1914), Dean of the College of Letters and Science of the University of 
California at Los Angeles, and candidate for award of the honorary degree of Doc­
tor of Laws at Commencement, addressed the faculty on the curriculum and 
faculty organization of the University of California.
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9 There being no further business before the faculty the meeting adjourned.
August 8, 1940
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 p.m. on the call of President 
Simmons, who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Bateman, Bennett, Bjork, Castle, 
Clapp, W. I. Clark, Cogswell, Coleman, Diettert, Ellis, Ely, Fatzer, Ferguson, 
Fox, Gleason, Glenn, Grady, Hetler, Hoff, Hoffman, Maddock, Marvin, Mollett, 
Murphy, lark, Totter, Sanford, Scheffer, Shallenberger, Simmons, F. 0. Smith, 
J. B. Speer, Tascher, Templeton, Tupper, Turney-High, Wilhelm, Wilson.
The following members were accounted for: A. Arnold, Chatland, Haydon, 
Hertler, Little, McLaughlin, Rowe, Thomas, Mrs. Weisberg.
2. The following announcements were made:
(a) By Director of Summer Session Shallenberger:
(1) Summer Session classes should be held through Friday, August 9.
(2) Salary warrants may be obtained at the Business Office on Friday.
(3) Grade reports are due in the Registrar’s Office Tuesday, August 
13, at 4:00 p.m.
3. Candidates for Degrees and Certificates (List No. 4) at close of Summer 
Session, August 9, 1940, were submitted and unanimously approved by vote of the 
faculty subject to provision that all requirements for the respective degrees 
and certificates be^completed in accordance with faculty rules, as follows:
RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION AND GRADUATION, MIES, CHAIRMAN








































Elaine V.'hite 30 186
The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, recommended 
that the following candidates for the Bachelor’s degree be graduated with 
honors, since they were certified by the Registrar as having a ”B” average 
at the beginning of the last quarter of residence and were recommended by 
the chairmen of their major departments;
II• For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administrations
M. Grace Barney 54 ’ 190
Glen W. Clark 60 194
Wallace Nichols Clark 53 ,gg
Frances Haack 53 ^^4
Wilson S. Kern 56 186
Kenneth Holmes Kohnen 54 183^
Margaret Kemp Wagner 53 185S
Vera Jane Wilson 66 187
III. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
Jennie Christie Bovee ' 60 200^-
Esther Enseleit 43-L I83
Charles Dulane Fulton 41 134
Lloyd C. Gass 49 183|
Ellen Marie Johnson 41 185£
Eva M. Lyksett 49A I93I
Mary Eleanor Shepard (Mrs.) 49 180
Russell Louis-- Sommers 45 180
IV. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:
Robert Joseph Price 47 186
V. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Music:
Omvall B. Arestad 82-g 188^-
VI. For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology:
Caryl Woodbury Jones 137 203
VII. For the degree of Bachelor of Laws:
Wyman X. Zachary 126 223^
VIII. For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach;
Name Major Minors
John G. Billings Music English, Hist. & Pol. Sci.
Jennie Christie Bovee Education English, Business Adminis.,
Physical Education
Mary Jane Brust Home Economics French, Chemistry
Clifford Faul Cyr Music Fine Arts, English
Charles Dulane Fulton Education Mathematics, English,
Hist. & Pol. Sci.
Lloyd C. Gass Education Spanish, English, Hist. &
Pol. Sci.
Frances Haack Business English, Econ. & Soc.
Administration
James George Julius Music English, Hist. & Pol Sci.
Byron M. Lee Business Hist. & Fol. Sci., Econ.
Administration & Soc.
Lucille Line French English, Hist. & Fol. Sci.
Floyd Marchus Education Physics, Chemistry,
Mathematics
Harriet Keen Moore Fine Arts English, French
Harold G. Paulson Hist. & Fol.Sci. English, Econ. & Soc.
Arlyne McKinney Flumb Enon. & Soc. English, Biology
Germaine Corcoran Richards English Physical Education, Biology
Mary Eleanor Shepard (Mrs.) Education English, Econ. &. Soc.,
Hist. & Pol. Sci.
Lloyd E. Skor Education Biology, Fhysical Education,
Hist. & Pol. Sci.
Russell Louis Sommers Education Spanish, Mathematics,
Hist. & Fol. Sci.
Elaine White Spanish French, English
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RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE ON GRADUATE STUDY, BATEMAN, CHAIRMAN
Grade received Scholarship 
Major in senior index through
Department examination spring, 1940
Esther Enseleit Education B 2.52
Lloyd C. Gass Education B £.1/
Mary E. Shepard (Mrs.) Education B
Kenneth Holmes Kohnen Business Adminis. A
Elaine White Spanish B 2.04
T. For the degree of Master of Arts:
-------------- -—Total Credits
CHEMISTRY
Leland M. Yates 31
B.A., Montana State University, 1938
Thesis: An Investigation into the Addition of Chloroform







Clarence R. Anderson 31
B.A., Gustavus Adolphus College, 1919
Thesis: History and Administration of Land Grants to






Walter L. Conway 30^
B.S., Montana State University, 1915
Thesis: Supply and Demand of Elementary and Rural School






L. W. Seibel 30
B.A., Valley City State Teachers College, 1923





Index: 1.90 (3 credits of grade ’’C” earned before promulgation of 
”B” average rule)
ENGLISH
Bennett T. Brudevold 30
B.A., Valley City State Teachers College, 1936







B.a., Carleton College, 1919








2 O QO O
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Mathias A. Eimsl 30
B.A., St. John’s University, 1934








Frank K. Ramsey 35
B.A., Northern Normal and Industrial School, 1936
Thesis: The Embryology of Micropthalmus in Rattus






II. For the degree of Master of Education:
Earl Llewllyn Anglemyer












Index: 1.33 (16 credits of grade "C” earned prior to 
promulgation of ’’B” average rule)
40
George L. Blakeslee





Index: 1.60 (12 credits of grade
of ”B’* average rule)
Linus John Carleton








”C” earned prior to promulgation
40
1925
Hughlun Edward Cole 40







































































































































Index: 1.93 (Must raise index to 2.00 by this summer’s work)
Irle E. White 41 1/3






Mary Ann Williams 40






4. There being no further business before the faculty the meeting adjourned.
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September 23, 1940
1. The first meeting of the faculty for the year 1940-41 was held at 2:00 p.m. 
on the call of President Simmons, who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Amoldson, Atkinson, 
Badgley, Barkley? Bateman, Baty, Bell, Bennett, Bischoff, Bloom, Blaha Brady, 
Browman Campbell, Carey, Castle, Chatland, Clapp, F. G. Clark, W. I. Clark, 
Coad, Cogswell, Daughters, Davis, Deiss, Diettert, Duffalo, Dugan, Ely, Egbert, 
Engleman, Ephron, Fatzer, Feighner, Ferguson, Freeman, Grady,* Glenn, Griffith, 
Sthaway Hardy, Haydon, Hertler, Hesdorffer, Hetler, Hoffman, Howard, Jeppeson, 
Leapbart, Lannes, Leater, Line MacArthur Maddock 
Mansfield. Marvin, Mason, McGinnis, McKeel, Merriam, Merrill, Miller, Mirrielees 
Snett, Morris, iisevic, Murphy, Norton, Flatt, Potter, Mrs. Ramskill, J. H. 
Ramskill, Richards,- Sanford, Schreiber, Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, Mrs. 
Smith F. 0. Smith, Spaulding, J. B. Speer, Stone, Suchy, Mrs. Swearingen, 
T. G. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Toelle, Turney-High, Waters, A. H. Weis 
berg^ Wendt, White, Wilhelm, Wilson, Wren, Mrs. Weisberg.
'Pfie following members were accounted for: Adams, Briggs, Crowder, Dahlberg, 
Fessenden, Housman, Nelson, Rowe, Wright, Yphantis.
2. The minutes of the meetings of May 31 and August 8 were approved.
3. The following announcements were made:
(a) By President Simmons:
(1) New members of the faculty and members returning from leave of 
absence were introduced.
(2) Members of the faculty (and wives or husbands) are invited to 
attend the buffet supper for freshmen, at 6:00 p.m. Tuesday.
(3) Members of the faculty are requested to report to the President’s 
Office (Miss Rummel) any degrees earned since publication of the last 
catalog.
(4) Travel requests for M.S.A. meetings should be made at once (Dr. 
Ames explained the programs of the present year).
(5) The $3,000 State University allotment of the $13,000 fund for the 
nlllaae campaign was raised by a committee of which Mr. Howard Toole, 
former Missoula member of the State Board of Education, was chairman; 
and the contributions were made by business and professional men of 
Missoula. President Simmons also stated that the income from the 
proposed 3g mill levy will probably not exceed the income from the
3 mill levy because of lower assessed valuation than in 1930.
(6) Members of the faculty were requested on the suggestion of Dean 
Jesse not to admit students to classes without the usual class cards 
(which signify that students have paid their fees).
(b) By Secretary Speer:
That the $1.00 membership fee of the Teachers Retirement System for 
1940-41 had been deducted from the September salaries of members at 
the request of the treasurer of the board.
(c) By Dean Jesse:
A meeting of the faculty advisers of students will be held at 3:00 
p.m. on Wednesday.
(d) By Dr. Merrill, Chairman Schedule Committee:
Changes in classrooms must be reported promptly, preferably to the 
Registrar’s Office.
(e) By Dr. Shallenberger, Director of Summer Session:
Members of the faculty are requested to confer concerning 1941 Summer 
Session plans not later than October 15.
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(f) By Dr. Waters, Chairman N.Y.A. Projects Committee:
Requests for projects should be filed not later than Wednesday, 
October 2.
The N.Y.A. regulations concerning payroll reports must be observed 
carefully by project supervisors.
(g) By Professor Carey, Chairman Faculty Affairs Committee:
Report of receipts and disbursements for 1939-40 was presented and 
on motion duly made, seconded, and unanimously carried, was accepted 
and the annual assessment continued at fifty cents per member.
4. There being no further business before the faculty the meeting adjourned.
October 1C, 1940
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 p.m. on the call of President 
Simmons for the purpose, among other matters, of electing members of the 
Service Committee and Budget and Policy Committee. President Simmons presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Atkinson, Badgley, 
Barkley, Baty, Bell, Bennett, Bischoff, Bloom, Blaha, Briggs, Browman, 
Campbell, Carey, Castle, Chatland, Clapp, F. G. Clark, W. P. Clark, Coad, 
Cogswell, Coleman, Crowder, Daughters, Deiss, Diettert, Dugan, Ely, Engleman, 
Ephron, Fatzer, Ferguson, Freeman, Grady, Gleason, Glenn, Hardy, Hathaway, 
Hertler, Hesdorffer, Hetler, Hoffman, Howard, Jeppesen, Jesse, Jones, Kramer, 
Leaphart, Lennes, Lester, Line, Maddock, Mansfield, Marvin, Mason, McGinnis, 
Merriam, Merrill, Miller, Mirrielees, Mollett, Morris, Misevic, Murphy, 
Norton, Platt, Potter, J. H. Ramskill, Sanford, Schreiber, Severy, Simmons, 
F. 0. Smith, Spaulding, J. B. Speer, Stone, Suchy, Mrs. Swearingen, T. G. 
Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Toelle, Waters, Mrs. Weisberg, Wendt, 
Wilhelm, Wilson, Wren, Wright, Yphantis.
The following members were accounted for: Adams, Arnoldson, Dahlberg, 
Fessenden, Mrs. Ramskill, Richards, Rowe, Shallenberger, Turney-High, A. H. 
Weisberg.
2. The minutes of the meeting of September 23 were approved.
3. The following announcements were made:
(a) By President Simmons:
(1) Mr. Don Foss, President of the Alumni Association, is chairman 
of the millage campaign for Missoula County.
(2) Mr. E. E. Schlotz of Denver, was introduced and spoke concerning 
plans for an ’’Executives’ Club” in Missoula.
(b) By Dean Jesse:
A telegram of condolence and flowers were sent in behalf of the faculty 
on the occasion of the death of Dr. J. M. Hamilton, Dean of Men, 
formerly President of Montana State College, formerly member of the 
faculty of Montana State University. The expenditure of 310 was, on 
motion duly made and adopted, authorized for payment out of the Faculty 
Affairs Fund (Carey, Chairman).
(c) By Dr. Waters, Chairman N.Y.A. Frojects Committee:
In view of the fact that requests for N.Y.A. students exceeded the 
number available, departments, divisions, and schools were requested 
to endeavor to adjust allotments prior to appeals to the Frojects 
Committee.
The 1 resident stated that the procedure followed in the previous election 
(June 2, 1939), that a majority on nominating ballot would result in an 
election; otherwise, a vote would be taken on the three highest, would be 
followed.
The faculty then proceeded to cast a nominating ballot for a representative 
to the Service Committee. The ballot resulted in a majority for Dean Leaphart, 
and the President therefore announced his election by the faculty to the Service 
Committee for 1940-41.
The faculty then proceeded to cast a nominating ballot for Chairman of the 
Budget and Policy Committee. The ballot resulted in a majority for Dr. Merrill, 
whereupon the President announced his election as Chairman of the Budget and 
Policy Committee for 1940-41.
The faculty then adjourned to its respective groups and elections for two- 
year terms on the Budget and Policy Committee were subsequently reported to the 
Secretary; as follows: A
Arts Group: B. E. Thomas (hold-over member, Freeman)
Science Group: J. W. Howard (hold-over member, Hetler)
Professional Schools Group: C. W. Leaphart (hold-over member, Spaulding)
5. There being no further business before the faculty the meeting adjourned.
December 12, 1941?
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 p.m. on the call of President 
Simmons, who presided.
The following members were present: Adams, Ames, Armsby, Arnold, Arnoldson, 
Atkinson, Barkley, Bateman, Baty, Bennett, Bischoff, Bloom, Blaha, Briggs, Brovra 
Campbell, Carey, W. P. Clark, Coad, Cogswell, Coleman, Crowder, Dahlberg, Deiss, 
Dugan, Ely, Engleipan, Ephron, Fatzer, Ferguson, Freeman, Gleason, Glenn, Grady, 
Hertler, Hoffman, Jeppesen, Jesse, Jones, Leaphart, Line, Marvin, Mason, 
McGinnis, Merriam, Merrill, Mirrielees, Mollett, Morris, Misevic, Muhlick, 
Nelson, Norton, Richards, Rowe, Sanford, Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, F. 0. 
Smith, J. B. Speer, Lucile Speer, Suchy, T. G. Swearingen, Teel, Thomas, Toelle, 
Turney-High, Waters, Wilhelm, Wilson, Wren, Yphantis.
The following members were accounted for: Badgley, Bell, Brady, Castle, 
Chatland, Diettert, Egbert, Feighner, Fessenden, Garlington, Griffith, Hardy, 
Haydon, Hesdorffer, Hetler, Housman, Howard, Huff, Kramer, Lester, MacArthur, 
McKee1, Miller, Murphy, Flatt, Fotter, R. Smith, Soaulding, Mrs. Swearingen, 
Wendt, White, Wright, Zucconi.
The following members were absent: Clapp, F. G. Clark
Hathaway, Lennes, Maddock, Mansfield, Mrs. Ramskill, J. E. 
Mrs. Smith, Stone, Tascher, a. H. Weisberg, Mrs. Weisberg.
Daughters, Davis,
Ramskill, Schreiber,
rhe minutes of the meeting of October 10 were approved.
4. The President announced the re-appointment of Dr. G. D. Shallenberger 
as the President’s appointee to the Service Committee, and the re-appointment of 
Dr. D. M. Hetler as the appointee of Executive Secretary Swain. The President 
then called for the election of the faculty representative to the Service 
Committee. The President announced t at absentee ballots of Mr. Weisberg and 
Mrs. Ramskill were in the hands of the Secretary: that at a previous election 
(October 23, 1934) the faculty had accepted the ballot of an absent member. 
On motion duly made and seconded the faculty voted unanimously to accept absents 
ballots in the elections of the Service and Budget and Policy Committees.
3. The following announcements were made:
(a) By President Simmons:
(1) Introduction of new members (^rnold, Huff, Nelson, Zucconi)
(2) Resolution adopted by State Board of Education, December 9, 1940: 
BE IT RESOLVED: aA , 'aaS „ 'aM
THAT, in the matter of the request that this Board direct the 
State University administration to enforce employment by 
the students of Union musicians for certain activities, 
the Board, while retaining supervision of general student 
activities on and about the campus, believes that it should 
not at this time interfere with the students’ management 
and expenditures of their own funds involved in such 
activities.
(4) In order that members of the staff may be easily reached during 
the Christmas holidays, if the necessity should arise, all members of 
the administrative staff, as well as those on the teaching staff who 
are leaving early, are asked to file requests for leaves of absence 
in the President’s Office. Members of the teaching staff who leave 
the city during the holidays should leave their addresses in the 
President’s Office, although no formal request for leave is necessary 
after grades are turned in or arrangements for filing grades are made 
with Assistant Registrar Wilhelm.
(b) By Dean Jesse:
Autumn quarter grades are due in the Registrar’s Office not later than 
5:00 p.m. on Saturday, December 21.
(c) By Dr. Shallenberger:
(1) Copy for 1941 Summer Session Bulletin is due on January 14.
(2) Promptness in responding to requests of the Placement Bureau for 
recommendations of students was urged.
(d) By Maintenance Engineer Swearingen:
Attention was called to the policy of granting use of rooms in the 
evening only to organizations sponsored by schools and departments of 
the university as recommended by the Budget and Policy Committee; and 
to the need of care in the use of heat and light.
(e) By Dr. Waters, NYA Projects Committee:
Requests for Winter Quarter assignments are due December 13.
THAT, the State Board of Education recognizes that there is an 
educational value in the presentation of dramatic and 
musical performances by the students and that they should 
be maintained and continued on a strictly amateur basis r
for the educational benefits to be derived by the students. *0 
1 ;0 
(3) Resolution adopted by State Board of Education July 8, 1940:
BE IT RESOLVED:
THAT, Hereafter no more military service scholarships be awarded 
until further action by the State Board of Education; ^h1'
THAT, On the recommendation of the Executive Council, scholar­
ships not more than ten in number in any year, equivalent 
to high school honor scholarships, good in any unit of 
the University of Montana, be authorized to qualified 
enrdlles of the Civilian Conservation Corps in Montana 
on the recommendation of the Educational Director, and 
that the recipients be relieved of the payment of non­
resident fees.
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5. The Comnittee on .admission and Graduation Enlarged for .idministrative Action 
Jesse, Cha 1 rTn>-n, reported the following exceptions to faculty miles granted 
during the Spring and Summer Quarter, 1^40.
(a) Re: Jennie C. Bovee. Miss Bpvee petitioned to be allowed to satisfy 
the restricted elective requirement in science or mathematics by offering 
9 credits of mathematics in college and 4 units of mathematics from high 
school. Since she offered this amount of high school mathematics in additioi 
to a 4 credit non-laboratory course in Physiology from the State formal 
College and since her adviser had understood that her requirement was sat­
isfied and did not include additional credits in her schedule, her petition 
was granted.
(b) Re: Gladys M. Gill. Miss Gill petitioned to be allowed to satisfy 
the residence requirements for graduation by attending the University for 
three nine-week and one six-week summer sessions, instead of four-nine-wek 
sessions. Since Miss Gill will offer the required 45 credits in residence 
and since she has made a good record at the University, her petition was 
granted.
(c) Re: Esther Enseleit. Miss Enseleit petitioned to be allowed to satisf 
the residence requirements for graduation by offering 33 instead of 35 credi 
in residence of the last 45 required for graduation and by attending three 
nine-week and one six-week sessions, instead of four nine-week sessions. 
Since Liss Enseleit will offei’ 51 credits in residence and since she has mad 
an excellent record at the University, her petition v/as granted.
(d) Re: Douglas F. Brown. Mr. Brown petitioned to be allowed to satisfy - 
the restricted elective requirement in science or mathematics by offering
5 credits of Zoology and 5 credits c-f Geology in residence and 3 credits of 
Geology by correspondence. Since Mr. Brown has completed all the other 
requirements for graduation and since he cannot return for further resi­
dence work due to financial circumstances, his petition was granted.
(e) Re: Ben Holt. Mr. Holt petitioned to satisfy the restricted elective 
requirement in science or mathematics by offering 5 credits of Geology in 
residence at the University, 5 credits in Laboratory Astronomy in residence 
at the University of Washington, and 5 credits of Geology in extension from 
the University of Washington. Since the extension work was taught as a 
laboratory course and since Mr. Holt was not able to include residence 
work in science with his Law schedule at the University, his petition was 
granted,
(f) Re: Julia Arthur. Miss Arthur petitioned to be allowed to offer 32 
instead of 35 credits in residence of the last 45 required for graduation. 
Since Miss Arthur has attended the University for six summer’ sessions and 
made a very good record, her petition v/as granted.
6. Report of Completion of Requirements for Degrees and Certificates as 
certified by the Registrar, and by Committee on admission and Graduation, 
.un.es, Chairman, and by Committee on Graudate Study, Bateman, ChaiT*m^n;
all candidates on List No. 4, accepted at the meeting of the faculty held 
on august 8, 1940, have completed requirements for their respective degrees 
and certificates with the exception of the following:
~* —or the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:
Frances Haack
‘ For the University Certificate of qualification to Teach;
Frances Haack
Byron M. Lee
111• For the Degree of Master of Education;
Hughlun E. Cole
At the suggestion of Mr. Swearingen and on notion of Mr. Carey, the faculty 
voted unanimously that half the cost of Christmas tree lights be paid from the 
Faculty Affairs Fund (estimated not to exceed ^7.00).
7. Candidates for Degrees and Certificates (List No. 5) at the close of 
Autumn Quarter, December 19, 1940, submitted to Faculty, December 12, 1940 
subject to provision that all requirements for the respective degrees and 
certificates by completed in accordance with faculty rules.
RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE CN ADMISSION AND GRADUATION, AvIES, CHAIRMAN
I. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts; Credits in Total
Major Subject Credits
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
• Manville If. Bronson 50 180
Ruth Margaret Eastman 59 188
Gertrude Alice Davis 50 187
Alice Bertha Inabnit 74 195
ENGLISH
Beatrice M. Cook 68 192
GEOLOGY
Louis Karhi 51s- 18CA
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Fred H. Jenkin 46 207
HOME ECONOMICS
Mary Shull Lemire 53 228
LAW
Frederick Neil Dugan 84 242
Bjarne Johnson 42 194
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Douglas Finlay Brown 59 196^
PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
Anthony F. McCune 53 187
ZOOLOGY
William Russell Bergesen 53 186g-
II• For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration;
Frederick A. Baker 65 191
Aldo John Forte 53 186
Henry W. McCall 53 187
Glen Peter Marcus 55 186
Norman R. Nelson 55 186
Emil J. Tabaracci 58 186
III. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education;
John Cornwell Bays 43 208£
Harold Goldstein 41 199
Robert B. Murray 48 185
IV. For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry;
Charles E. Dobson, Jr. 112 229
V. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism;
Carol M. Foster 51§ 183
Robert Edwin Jones 85 186
William F. Stevens 49 193
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M. Grace Barney 
John Cornwell Bays
Harry Reuben Brost




Emil Edward Lubick 









History & Pol. Sci. 
Business adminis.
Econ. & Sociol.





Biology, Phys. Educ., 







Econ. &, Sociol., History
&, Pol. Sci.
English, Mathematics
English, Econ. & Sociol.
English, Mathematics, 
History & Pol. Sci.
Mathematics
RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE ON GRADUATE STUDY, BATEMAN, CHAIRMAN
I. For the Degree of Master of Arts:
ENGLISH
Robert Hillman Fetterly
B.A., Montana State University, 1935
Thesis: Young is the Blood (Fifty original poems)






The above candidates were unanimously approved by vote of the faculty.
8. The President asked for an expression of opinion concerning attendance at 
classes on the Wednesday before and the Monday following Thanksgiving. It 
appeared that thei’e was no change from preceding years in Monday attendance 
but that a few more cases of absences occurred on 'Wednesday, probably due to 
distances necessary to travel.




1. A special meeting of the faculty was held on the call of President Simmons at 
the request of the Retirement Committee (Frofessor Merrill, chairman). In the 
absence of Fresident Simmons, Vice President Severy presided.
2. The status of the teachers retirement laws was discussed by Frofessor Ames, 
chairman of the Retirement Committee of the Montana Education Association. 
Professor Merrill then explained the relation of the University faculty retire­
ment to the law, and proposed an assessment from members of the faculty for pay­
ment of expenses of delegates whose services might be necessary for support of 
the teachers retirement plan. On motion made, seconded, and unanimously adopted, 
the following plan of assessment was approved:
VT For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach.:
